Wallace Travel Group
Virtual Experiences

Make a Break
for Ireland!
Virtual Tour
and Game
We can bring your team together with our interactive,
game-sharing experiences - all without leaving the comfort
and safety of your home. With a number of themes to
choose from as part of a Remote Team Building Series,
we’ll facilitate team interaction through live video stream
and our award-winning app.
This time we are proposing a virtual option of the tour of
Ireland, so take a break and embark with us on a virtual
journey across the most popular Irish regions, learn the fun
side of it, interesting historical facts, sign a song, speak in
an Irish accent and much more….
With a helping hand from a remote event manager, our
shared activities are the perfect solution to bring your
employees together encouraging team bonding, morale
and plenty of laughs for teams that work remotely

Make a Break
for Ireland!
Virtual Tour
and Game
Discover Ireland from comfort of
your home!
The Brief
The event starts with an uplifting video briefing
from one of our experienced facilitators who will
be present (virtually!) via video. Participants will
then jump into their activity, completing
challenges through our app, all from the comfort
and safety of their own home. The Process With
a huge variety of content and app features, the
challenges are designed to recreate the things
that we love about working in a busy office.

Make a Break
for Ireland!
Virtual Tour
and Game
The Result The activity will bring your team together,
reduce feelings of isolation whilst boosting morale.
The aim of this game simple, focused on Ireland’s heritage,
music, folklore, city life, old and new! Fun, engaging, fast
paced, educational experience led by a professional team
of digital experts.
Platform: Zoom or similar platform and a Custom designed
App ( each participant will need to use 2 devices for this
event, ie tablet and phone / laptop and phone)
Everyone will be met on Zoom or similar platform and
admitted to the main room for a quick welcome for briefing
and make sure everyone is fully set up with the app and
ready to start. The participants will be working in remote
teams together and will need to decide upon the best
answer to each question to win maximum points. Team
strategy is the key to winning this challenge, players must
communicate and work with the other remote players in
order to progress. All whilst racing against the ticking clock!

Make a Break
for Ireland
Virtual Tour
and Game

PRICING AND ADDITIONAL KEY INFO:

Costs
Remote Event Host & Existing format Game Set up €518.00
Cost per participant ( minimum 20 pax)
Custom design (new content add on)

€30.00
€2,795.00

❑

The pricing is inclusive of local taxes and charges and non
commissionable

❑

30 to 40 minutes is recommended for this activity

❑

Min-Max # of attendees for activity: min 20/ max 100 per event

❑

The event is Live

❑

Tech/AV requirements: the participants are required to have 2
devices ( laptop + phone or tablet + phone) to facilitate Zoom or similar
platform and App

❑

Lead time needed : 2 weeks or less depending on supplier availability

❑

Supported languages : the event is facilitated in English only

❑

Preferred audience for activity

❑

1.

REGION: this experience is aimed for a global audience

2.

DEMOGRAPHIC: any

Add-ons/Gifting/Advance Shipping Details: suggesting a traditional
Irish Gifting experience. The gift catalogue to be sent in advance and
an online webpage is created specifically for your client with unique log
in details. The client will select a gift and it will be posted directly to
them. Postage costs depend on location. Gift samples: lambswool
throws/ leather wallets/ Waterford crystal items/ Newbridge silver items
etc

Online
Caricature
Workshop
The fastest caricature artist in the country will draw you using his
iPad Pro and the image can be shared instantly over a video call!
This workshop style event is followed by live digital caricature
drawing all while sharing the screen in real time. A simple black
and white drawing can be done in 3 to 4 minutes, color 5 to 8
minutes, which means we get through people quick.
Add your company logo for free.
Our artist is engaging leaving him free to chat, interact and have
some fun with the people in front of him. No awkward silences
as an artist stares and draws you, a small but important fact
often overlooked. This is a really cool and unique online social
event to help engage your staff.
Our artists is multi award winning and the only caricature artist
to feature on the Late Late Show, The Saturday Night Show, and
Ireland Am. He was the only ever artists to be commissioned by
RTE to design and draw the Christmas RTE Guide which won
magazine cover of the year

Online
Caricature
Workshop
Costs

ENTER PRICING AND ADDITIONAL KEY INFO:

Live Caricature workshop 60 min inc.
3 portraits drawn live
Additional portrait ( per portrait

❑

The pricing is inclusive of local taxes and charges and non commissionable

❑

1 hour is recommended for this activity

❑

Min-Max # of attendees for activity: min 10/max 20 pax recommended

❑

The event is Live

❑

Tech/AV requirements: the participants are required to have 1 device to
facilitate Zoom or similar platform, A4 or A 3 paper pad and a selection of
color pencils

❑

Lead time needed : 2 weeks or less (depends on supplier availability)

❑

Supported languages : the event is facilitated in English only

❑

Preferred audience for activity

€1,210.00
€125. 00

1.

REGION: this experience is aimed for a global audience

2.

DEMOGRAPHIC: any

❑

Add-ons/Gifting/Advance Shipping Details: the workshop does not
require any unique items to be shipped in advance. However if client
prefers, a specific pad & pencils can be shipped prior to the event

❑

Gifting: professional caricatures can be printed and shipped as a hard copy
(in addition to a digital version) to the clients: Printing Cost: €25.00 Shipping
costs depend on location

Virtual
Musical Pub
Crawl
Virtual Musical Pub Crawl is an excellent option to bring
the team together through music and dance. It is led by
accomplished and versatile performers on the Irish folk
and music scene.
Meet Martin McCormack, an uilleann piper, a guitarist,
flute and tin whistle player and an excellent singer!
Performing from a young age, he won multiple All
Ireland music competition titles and has worked
professionally for over 20 years. Martin toured
extensively in the US, Asia, Australia with Riverdance
Show. He also performs with Celtic Woman and lived
and toured in the USA for 3 years performing in NY.
This option can include the Irish Dance showcase and
even tin whistle or bodhran workshops. The
participants can split and move around virtual pubs or
stay as a group and enjoy the musical experiences
together (depending on participant numbers)

Virtual Musical
Pub Crawl
Costs

Remote Event Host & Virtual Pub set up

ENTER PRICING AND ADDITIONAL KEY INFO:

€518.00

Virtual Musical Pub Crawl:
Cost per musician / dancer

€410.00

Rehearsal per hour ( max 2 hours)

€195.00

Pre event gift (a tin whistle)

€10.00

Per event gift ( a miniature bodhran)

€38.00

❑

The pricing is inclusive of local taxes and charges and non
commissionable

❑

40 min to 1 hour is recommended for this activity

❑

Min-Max # of attendees for activity: min 10/ max 100 per event

❑

The event is Live

❑

Tech/AV requirements: the participants are required to have 1 device
to facilitate Zoom or similar platform

❑

Lead time needed : 2 weeks or less, depends on supplier availability

❑

Supported languages : the event is facilitated in English only

❑

Preferred audience for activity

❑

1.

REGION: this experience is aimed for a global audience

2.

DEMOGRAPHIC: any

Add-ons/Gifting/Advance Shipping Details: pre event gift ideas –
miniature bodhrans or tin whistles with music sheets or songs

Virtual cooking experiences with
Irish Celebrity TV Chef, Day Time
Emmy Nominated and award winning
food writer Catherine Fulvio
Option 1: A Taste of Ireland Virtual
Cooking with a celebrity chef Catherine
Fulvio: Making Scones and Irish Coffee

Ballyknocken Farm, where the event will broadcast from,
is the 4th generation home to Irish Celebrity TV Chef,
Day Time Emmy Nominated and award winning food
writer Catherine Fulvio. Catherine is passionate about
offering guests from all over the world to Ballyknocken
House & Cookery School. Nestled in our lush vegetable,
herb and soft fruit gardens is a real taste of Ireland.
We are now offering guests to come and cook with us
virtually so that you can experience a Taste of Real
Ireland at home.
A Live virtual 30-minute cooking experience where
Catherine will walk you through making traditional Irish
scones and the secrets of the perfect Irish Coffee.
Participants are provided with recipe(s) in advance and
information on equipment required plus any minor prep that
is needed.
Then Catherine will link live with participants and together
we prepare our Irish tea time treats.
This is a fun activity, where the emphasis is on chatting and
laughing together as we cook. Participants will also have the
chance to ask Catherine questions as they cook.

Virtual cooking experiences
with
Irish Celebrity TV Chef, Day
Time Emmy Nominated and
award winning food writer
Catherine Fulvio

ENTER PRICING AND ADDITIONAL KEY INFO:

Option 1: A Taste of Ireland
Virtual Cooking with a celebrity
chef Catherine Fulvio: Making
Scones and Irish Coffee
Costs
A Taste of Ireland per group up to 40 pax:

❑

The pricing is inclusive of local taxes and charges and non
commissionable

❑

Timing: 30 minutes recommended

❑

Min-Max 10 min/ 40 max

❑

Is this best pre-recorded or live? The event is Live

❑

Tech/AV requirements– Zoom is recommended (other platforms are
possible)

❑

Lead time needed: minimum 2 weeks or more, depending on
supplier availability to run this event

❑

Supported languages: English only

❑

Preferred audience for activity

€726.00

❑

1.

REGION: the event is designed for Global Audience

2.

DEMOGRAPHIC: any

Add-ons/Gifting/Advance Shipping Details: pre event kits may be
available depending on location. Recipes are simple and most of the
ingredients are very common and easy to source and sent in advance
of the event with pre instructions (if required) We recommend a post
event gifting experience ie Catherine Fulvio’s book

Virtual cooking experiences with
Irish Celebrity TV Chef, Day Time
Emmy Nominated and award winning
food writer Catherine Fulvio
Option 2: A Taste of Ireland Virtual
Cooking with a celebrity chef Catherine
Fulvio: Traditional Irish Raisin Soda
Bread, Cinnamon and Orange Butter
and a perfect Irish cup of tea!
Ballyknocken Farm, where the event will broadcast from,
is the 4th generation home to Irish Celebrity TV Chef,
Day Time Emmy Nominated and award winning food
writer Catherine Fulvio. Catherine is passionate about
offering guests from all over the world to Ballyknocken
House & Cookery School. Nestled in our lush vegetable,
herb and soft fruit gardens is a real taste of Ireland.
We are now offering guests to come and cook with us
virtually so that you can experience a Taste of Real
Ireland at home.
A live virtual 30-minute cooking experience where Catherine
will walk you through making Traditional Irish Raisin Soda
Bread, Cinnamon and Orange Butter and the perfect Irish
cup of tea. Participants are provided with recipe(s) in
advance and information on equipment required plus any
minor prep that needs doing. Then Catherine will link live
with participants and together we prepare our Irish Tea time
treats. This is a fun activity, where the emphasis is on
chatting and laughing together as we cook. Participants will
also have the chance to ask Catherine questions as they
cook

Virtual cooking experiences
with
Irish Celebrity TV Chef, Day
Time Emmy Nominated and
award winning food writer
Catherine Fulvio

ENTER PRICING AND ADDITIONAL KEY INFO:

Option 2: A Taste of Ireland
Virtual Cooking with a celebrity
chef Catherine Fulvio:
Traditional Irish Raisin Soda
Bread, Cinnamon and Orange
Butter and a perfect Irish cup of
tea!
Costs
A Taste of Ireland per group up to 40 pax:

€726.00

❑

The pricing is inclusive of local taxes and charges and non
commissionable

❑

Timing: 30 minutes recommended

❑

Min-Max 10 min/ 40 max

❑

Is this best pre-recorded or live? The event is Live

❑

Tech/AV requirements– Zoom is recommended (other platforms
possible)

❑

Lead time needed: minimum 2 weeks or more, depending on
supplier availability to run this event

❑

Supported languages: English only

❑

Preferred audience for activity

❑

1.

REGION: the event is designed for Global Audience

2.

DEMOGRAPHIC: any

Add-ons/Gifting/Advance Shipping Details: pre event kits may be
available depending on location. Recipes are simple and most of the
ingredients are very common and easy to source and sent in advance
of the event with pre instructions (if required) We recommend a post
event gifting experience ie Catherine Fulvio’s book

Virtual cooking experiences with
Irish Celebrity TV Chef, Day Time
Emmy Nominated and award winning
food writer Catherine Fulvio
Option 3: A Taste of Ireland Virtual
Cooking with a celebrity chef Catherine
Fulvio: Guinness based lunch or dinner
menu workshop
A live virtual 1 ½ hour cooking experience where Catherine will
walk you through making delicious lunch offering a Real Taste of
Ireland using local and fresh ingredients & using one key element:
Guinness. Ballyknocken Farm was originally a supplier of barley to
Guinness, now roles have reversed as Guinness supply
Ballyknocken!
Learn how to make a full lunch, or dinner
Guinness is Good for you Menu
Kitty’s Guinness Brown Soda Scones; based on a recipe from
Catherine Fulvio’s grandmother
Herby Champ a buttery, creamy heart-warming mashed potato,
mixed with spring onions and herbs
Beef & Guinness Stew
traditional Irish stew, made with local beef and vegetables
Ballyknocken’s Secret Scrummylicious Guinness Cup Cakes
with Baileys Irish Cream Frosting
Chocolate and Guinness a perfect combination and then we add
Baileys flavoured Frosting…Yum
Participants are provided with recipe(s) in advance and information
on equipment required plus any minor prep that needed.
This is a fun activity, where the emphasis is on chatting and
laughing together as we cook. Participants will also have the
chance to ask Catherine questions as they cook

ENTER PRICING AND ADDITIONAL KEY INFO:

Virtual cooking experiences
with
Irish Celebrity TV Chef, Day
Time Emmy Nominated and
award winning food writer
Catherine Fulvio
Option 3: A Taste of Ireland
Virtual Cooking with a celebrity
chef Catherine Fulvio:
Guinness based lunch or
dinner menu workshop
Costs
A Taste of Ireland per group up to 40 pax:

€1,547.00

❑

The pricing is inclusive of local taxes and charges and non
commissionable

❑

Timing: 1 hour 30 minutes recommended

❑

Min-Max 10 min/ 40 max

❑

Is this best pre-recorded or live? The event is Live

❑

Tech/AV requirements– Zoom is recommended (other platforms
possible)

❑

Lead time needed: minimum 2 weeks or more, depending on
supplier availability to run this event

❑

Supported languages: English only

❑

Preferred audience for activity

❑

1.

REGION: the event is designed for Global Audience

2.

DEMOGRAPHIC: any

Add-ons/Gifting/Advance Shipping Details: pre event kits may be
available depending on location. Recipes are simple and most of the
ingredients are very common and easy to source and sent in advance
of the event with pre instructions (if required) We recommend a post
event gifting experience ie Catherine Fulvio’s book

Virtual Irish
Musical Bingo
Driven by a high energy host on Zoom, or similar platform,
the standard Bingo format has been replaced by muchloved Irish music clips! Instead of your boring old numbers
being called out in a normal game of bingo, we’ve replaced
them with 15-20 seconds bursts of the most toe-tappin’,
bum wigglin’ sing along songs from the past and present.
All music is provided by our online MC/DJ. The numbers on
the digital bingo cards have been replaced with artists and
song titles. So, with your bingo card in hand and finger at
the ready, listen out for the songs being played and mark
them off as you would a normal game of bingo. The
freestyle element of our MC doing random interactive party
games in between rounds really adds to the fun.
All of the above is hosted on our Zoom or similar platform
and we provide event managers and game support on the
night to run the show remotely.

Virtual Irish
Musical Bingo

Costs
Up to 30pax

€1,770.00

Up to 100pax

€2,325.00

Up to 200pax

€3,630.00

Up to 300pax

€5,305.00

Up to 400pax

€6,980.00

ENTER PRICING AND ADDITIONAL KEY INFO:
❑

The pricing is inclusive of local taxes and charges and non
commissionable

❑

Timing of activity: recommend 40-60 minutes

❑

Min 20 pax / max 400 pax

❑

Is this best pre-recorded or live? It is a live event

❑

Tech/AV requirements– any platform ( Zoom, MS teams, other)

❑

Lead time needed 2 weeks, depending on supplier availability

❑

Supported languages English only

❑

Preferred audience for activity

❑

1.

REGION: Global audience

2.

DEMOGRAPHIC: any

Add-ons/Gifting/Advance Shipping Details: no kits are required

Remote Body
Wrap
Participants are introduced to the activity and
embark on a series of body sound experiences
guided by our charismatic conductor. Once
practiced and warmed up, guests put on their
colored gloves. Then conductor leads them into
stomping, body slapping and vocalizing in unison
creating a colorful and uplifting musical
spectacular. This visual video conference fiesta
will have everyone smiling and laughing.
Quick, quirky and incredibly effective, Body Rap
is an off the wall video conference musical pickme-up.
Body Rap usus the power of humor rhythm and
shared experience to energize and unify teams
with positive memorable results.

Remote Body
Rap

Costs
Remote Body Rap for up to 50 pax

€2,225.00

Additional per person

€18.00

ENTER PRICING AND ADDITIONAL KEY INFO
HERE:
❑

The pricing is inclusive of local taxes and charges and non
commissionable

❑

Timing of activity: recommend 15-20 minutes

❑

Min 8 pax / max 300 pax

❑

Is this best pre-recorded or live? It is a live event

❑

Tech/AV requirements– any platform ( Zoom, MS teams, other)

❑

Lead time needed 2 weeks, depending on supplier availability

❑

Supported languages English only

❑

Preferred audience for activity

❑

1.

REGION: Global audience

2.

DEMOGRAPHIC: any

Add-ons/Gifting/Advance Shipping Details: a pair of colorful rubber
gloves to match company colors recommended to be shipped in
advance

The Haka
The Haka is an ancient tribal dance from New
Zealand and this is your chance to experience it’s
energy and impact. The facilitator will give some
history on the Haka, its origins and purpose. You
will learn individual movements. After a practice
run, the group’s finale is a high energy music
experience.

Format: The activity will be delivered through
video conference with everyone in the same
virtual room. No break out rooms are required.

No team split required

ENTER PRICING AND ADDITIONAL KEY INFO:

The Haka
Costs

❑

The pricing is inclusive of local taxes and charges and non
commissionable

❑

Timing of activity: recommend 15-20 minutes

❑

Min 8 pax / max 300 pax

❑

Is this best pre-recorded or live? It is a live event

❑

Tech/AV requirements– any platform ( Zoom, MS teams, other)

❑

Lead time needed 2 weeks, depending on supplier availability

❑

Supported languages English only

❑

Preferred audience for activity

The Haka for up to 50 pax

€2,225.00

1.

REGION: Global audience

Additional per person

€18.00

2.

DEMOGRAPHIC: any

❑

Add-ons/Gifting/Advance Shipping Details: a pair of colorful rubber
gloves to match company colors recommended to be shipped in
advance

In the Picture
With people working remotely its more important
than ever for employees to feel engaged part of
the company. In the Picture is a powerful tool that
creates your companies logo from images of
employees.

Depending on the colours in your

logo, participants are asked to take selfies with
different colour backgrounds. All the images are
then uploaded through a Dropbox link and edited
into your logo video.
Format: The activity will be delivered through
video conference with everyone in the same
virtual room. No break out rooms are required

No team split required , collaborative event
Watch the video here:
https://www.orangeworks.ie/experience/remoteinthepicture/

ENTER PRICING AND ADDITIONAL KEY INFO:

In the Picture
Costs

❑

The pricing is inclusive of local taxes and charges and non
commissionable

❑

Timing of activity: varies

❑

Min 40 pax – unlimited

❑

Is this best pre-recorded or live? It is a live event

❑

Tech/AV requirements– any platform ( Zoom, MS teams, other)

❑

Lead time needed 2 weeks, depending on supplier availability

❑

Supported languages English only

❑

Preferred audience for activity

In the Picture for up to 50 pax

€4,645.00

1.

REGION: Global audience

Additional per person

€45.00

2.

DEMOGRAPHIC: any

❑

Add-ons/Gifting/Advance Shipping Details: a pair of colorful rubber
gloves to match company colors recommended to be shipped in
advance

Blockbusters
This is your team’s chance to script and shoot
their very own movie trailer. Each team is given a
theme (can be customized to tie in with your
company) and from there each team creates a
storyboard and backing track for their trailer.
Teams shoot their scenes on their mobile device
and the footage is then professionally edited.

Format: The activity will be delivered through
video conference. The group will be briefed by
our MC before being split into break out rooms to
complete the challenge
It is a team event: 3-5 pax per team

ENTER PRICING AND ADDITIONAL KEY INFO:

Blockbusters
Costs

❑

The pricing is inclusive of local taxes and charges and non
commissionable

❑

Timing of activity: 90- 120 minutes

❑

Min 6 pax / max 250 pax

❑

Is this best pre-recorded or live? It is a live event

❑

Tech/AV requirements– any platform ( Zoom, MS teams, other)

❑

Lead time needed 2 weeks, depending on supplier availability

❑

Supported languages English only

❑

Preferred audience for activity

Blockbusters for up to 20 pax

€2,596.00

1.

REGION: Global audience

Additional per person

€90.00

2.

DEMOGRAPHIC: any

❑

Add-ons/Gifting/Advance Shipping Details: a pair of colorful rubber
gloves to match company colors recommended to be shipped in
advance

Gifting Suite –
a perfect add
on to your
virtual event
Opportunity to display a range of gifts and client to
choose their preferred gift and it will be sent out
afterwards. The budget and gift selection will be
agreed in advance.
Gifts are supplied by Moriarty’s of Dunloe
Opened as a small souvenir shop in 1964 by Michael
and Margaret Moriarty, today Moriarty’s is a landmark
destination not only for shoppers but for food lovers,
families and garden enthusiasts alike. Located at the
entrance to the Gap of Dunloe, just outside Killarney,
Ireland, it is a bright, spacious store and restaurant
that caters for large tour groups, individuals and
families. Quality has always been our motto. Quality
of their goods and just as important as their customer
service. Their exclusive range of tweeds, hand knits
and jewelry are unrivalled anywhere!

Gifting Suite –
a perfect add
on to your
virtual event

Sample Costs
Lambs Wool Throw from

€94.00

Waterford Crystal vase from

€85.00

Leather Wallets from

€145.00

Newbridge Silver photo frame

€45.00

Tin Whistle

€10.00

Miniature Bodhran

€38.00

ENTER PRICING AND ADDITIONAL KEY INFO:
❑

Include all pricing: VAT

❑

Timing : depending on shipping location, the postage can take
anything from 2 working to 45 working days, a priority post is
recommended

❑

Min-Max # n/a

❑

Is this best pre-recorded or live? The introduction to the gift suite
can be live or pre-recorded

❑

Tech/AV requirements– access to internet to select a preferred gift

❑

Lead time needed: up to 5 working days required to check stock and
set up a website

❑

Supported languages: English

❑

Preferred audience for activity

❑

1.

REGION: designed for global audience

2.

DEMOGRAPHIC: any

Add-ons/Gifting/Advance Shipping Details: depending on shipping
location, the postage can take anything from 2 working to 45 working
days, a priority post is recommended

